A View to a Thrill

Create memorable guest experiences with public guidance and queue management solutions from Lavi Industries.
Beltrac® Retractable Belt Stanchions

Every post features a 4-way “dovetail” connection.

Easy-to-replace belt mechanism.

Belts retract slowly and safely each and every time.

Beltloc™ prevents the accidental release of belts.

A non-marking, rubber-bottomed base protects flooring.

The original public guidance stanchion awarded a design patent for its self-contained belt architecture. Engineered to withstand years of use – and abuse – in the field. 5-year post warranty, 3-year mechanism warranty. Designed, engineered and built in the U.S.A.

QtracCF™
Electronic Queuing

Take Control of your Queues!

QtracCF uses the latest in wireless technology to direct waiting customers to the next available service point. A simple button press on the QtracCF remote triggers audio and visual messages on an LCD monitor placed at the head of any queue.

Increase service efficiency and your bottom line.
Optimize customer throughput and increase server efficiency by as much as 35% with advanced features such as directional arrows, station numbers, and voice & audio prompts – all completely customizable!

Leverage Wait Time by Integrating Advertising.
Reduce perceived wait times by up to 50% by keeping customers engaged while they’re queuing.

Simply the easiest EQ product on the market… for less!
QtracCF is ready to go right out of the box. It’s easy to install and simple to customize. Promotional media can be instantly updated by swapping out a simple USB flash drive.

Belt Imprinting
Custom graphics can support your brand or highlight upcoming events. We can assist in creating custom artwork with our full-service Graphics Department.

BELTRAC® 3000
- Exclusive Beltrac grooves instantly accept NeXtrac® In-Line Merchandising Solutions.
- Continuous aluminum extrusion withstands the elements and provides superior strength.
- Patented, embedded slow-retract mechanism keeps maintenance costs low and customers safe.
- Weighted steel base offers exceptional stability.

BELTRAC® CONTEMPO
- Continuous steel post offers high-end finishes and superior strength.
- Patented, embedded slow-retract mechanism keeps maintenance costs low and customers safe.
- Weighted steel base offers exceptional stability.

Dynamic graphics can be custom-printed on your belts!
Post-top Sign Frames
Lavi Industries features exclusive sign frames for mounting on top of crowd control posts. These frames are fabricated with radius corners, eliminating sharp edges near your customers. Each frame includes twin clear acrylic panels designed to accept regular paper media.

Smooth radius corners eliminate sharp edges near your customers.

Magnetic Base Option for Posts
- Strong magnetic base keeps post firmly in place.
- Post quickly removes from floor plate when needed.
- Stainless steel Floor Plate can be affixed to floor with the durable 3M adhesive option.
- Small footprint (5.5” diameter) offers a clean, contemporary look and maximizes floor space.
- Post and Magnetic Base sold separately.

Post and Panel
- Lightweight yet durable construction makes it simple to create temporary barricades anywhere.
- Hinged connections allow panels to be angled in any direction, offering flexibility and versatility.
- Thin frame edges offer a clean, contemporary look.
- Available with either clear panels that protect printed graphics or black ¼” acrylic panels, ideal for creating barricades.

NeXtrac® In-Line Merchandising
Value-added queuing and in-line merchandising

Small footprint, big impact. NeXtrac merchandising panels and signage options fit into the existing queue space, leveraging a captive audience to deliver maximum benefits.

An ongoing profit center. NeXtrac merchandising solutions can increase impulse sales at checkout by as much as 50%.

Increased customer satisfaction. NeXtrac solutions keep customers engaged, reducing perceived wait times and creating happier, more satisfied customers.

JetTrac® Double-belted Portable Barrier

Perfect for cordoning off parking lot areas.

• An instant barricade that clearly defines safe zones for large areas.
• Each belt can extend up to 65’.
• Swiveling belt mechanisms allow for belts to extend in any direction, minimizing belt abrasion.
• Belts are easy to replace & weather-resistant.

All-weather Outdoor Posts

Built for Strength and Endurance.

• Designed for quick, on-site assembly, easy transport and storage.
• Constructed of weatherproof HDPE (High Density PolyEthylene) plastic and recycled rubber.
• Easily add post-top signage.
• 1 year warranty on post and mechanism.

Temporary Barricades

Wall-mounted retractable-belts

Perfect for temporary area closures. A good way to clearly indicate closed registers in shops. Maintain safety by blocking areas for cleaning or repairs. Choose from 7’, 13’ or 18’-belt models.